
GUINEAFOWL-SHOTGUN EXERCISE 

The Guineafowl exercise should preferably be shot with shotguns capable of discharging 2 shots consecutively, without 

having to reload, in cases where a single shot shotgun is used, the gun acknowledges that he/she will under no 

circumstances be allowed to reload after calling a clay and will be limited to only one shot per clay on the singles and will 

automatically loose the second clay on doubles. 

This exercise can only be completed on Range 1. 

1 Traps (technical) 

The Guineafowl exercise is completed with 5 or 6 traps throwing 25 clays (trap 6 = rabbit). 

a. Traps may be manually, semi-automatically or automatically operated.  

b. Traps are numbered clockwise from 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 or 6, with the position of the trap are indicated using a sign, at least 

30cm x 30cm with the specific number on it; placed so that shooters can clearly see where the trap is situated where 

the clay will be thrown from.   

c. Traps are activated manually or electronically when the gun calls “pull” (trek/gooi).  

d. A clay must be released within 4 seconds after the gun’s call. 

2 Traps (positioning) 

Clays must be thrown from the following Traps with the following trajectories (see diagram below):  
 
Trap 1: 2m left of shooting stand 1, directly in line with the other shooting stands, and throwing a clay crossing the clay 
overflight area exactly 30m directly in front of shooting stand 3, with a trajectory not lower than 2m from the ground.  
 
Trap 2: at least 5m left of the side AB of the clay overflight area, and 10m in from corner B on side AB of the clay overflight 
area, with a trajectory not lower than 2m and crossing side CD in a straight line from the trap.  
 
Trap 3: at least 5m behind side AD or BC of the clay overflight area, directly in line with Shooting Stand 3; to throw a clay in 
a straight line as an incoming or as a going away clay, not lower than 2m from ground level (Trap 3 can be placed between 
stand 3 and 4).  
 
Trap 4: at least 5m right of side CD of the clay overflight area, and 10m in from corner C on side CD of the clay overflight 
area, with a trajectory not lower than 2m and crossing side AB in a straight line from the trap.  
 
Trap 5: 2m right of shooting stand 5, directly in line with the other shooting stands, and throwing a clay crossing the clay 
overflight area exactly 30m directly in front of shooting stand 3, with a trajectory not lower than 2m from the ground.  
 
Trap 6 (rabbit): at least 2m left of side AB or right from side line DC of the clay overflight area, and 8m in from corner B or D 

with a trajectory on the ground, 90° to the opposite side of the clay overflight area. 

3 Clays (Targets) 

The 25 clays of Guineafowl Exercise are thrown as 3 single clays each stand, followed with a double (on report) in the 

following sequence:

Stand: 1 2 3 4 5 

Clay:         1 2 3 4 5 
Clay: 2 3 4 5 1 
Clay: 3 4 5 1 2 
Doubles:                                    1 o/r 2 2 o/r 3 3 o/r 4 4 o/r 5 5 o/r 1 
o/r = “on report”       

One trap has to be set up to throw midi’s. 

A maximum of one trap can be set up to throw rabbits, 

the trap will be called trap 6 and it will replace either trap 

2 or 4 in the sequence. 

 



 

 

4 Shooting order 

Shooters have two shots per clay except on the double clays where shooters have one shot per clay.  
An exercise always begins at stand 1 where the shooter shoots the first shot, followed by the first shot of the shooter on 
stand 2 and so on until all five shooters have completed their first shots on all stands. The shooter on stand 1 then takes the 
shot on the second clay followed by the shooter on stand 2 and so on until all shooters have taken all shots at all clays at 
each stand.  
Shooters may only move to the stand on their right on command of the Range Officer (break and change) after all five 
shooters have completed all shots on a stand. The shooter on stand 5 moves to stand 1.  
Each broken clay scores 1 point. The exercise is scored out of 25 points. 

 During changing of stands, the actions of guns must be open with no cartridges in the chambers. 
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